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About Us….
With a combined 80 years experience, our ownership founded National
Delivery Systems in Baltimore, MD in 2001. Over the past 16 years, National
Delivery Systems has become a Transportation and Logistics leader in the MidAtlantic region and we have initiatives in place to continue our growth in the
near future. Additionally, our drivers and staff are over 250 strong and
growing everyday.
We have invested in the latest technology and software including Web based
solutions, Imaging, Scanning and Full E.D.I capabilities. Our fleet is the most
modern in the business with power equipment ranging from Cargo Vans to 53’
Air-ride tractor-trailers.
Today, we have over 800,000 square feet of food grade warehouses that are
strategically located across a five state region. Our network has the most
comprehensive footprint to service all Transportation & Warehousing needs.

National Delivery Systems is a regional Logistics company offering a full array of
Transportation and Warehousing services throughout the Mid-Atlantic & Southeast
regions utilizing the latest in technology and software.
Specialized Services:
LTL & Cartage
Pool Distribution
Line Haul
Warehousing & Fulfillment

MD - VA - PA - NC - SC - MA - CT - NJ - DE

LTL - Overnight - Cartage
Providing complete solutions including added value services such as Scanning,
Web tracking and all Accessorials. We also offer Sameday service.

Pool Distribution
Quality Pool facilities throughout the Mid-Atlantic & Southeast
providing accurate sorting and Direct-to-Store service. We utilize
various software solutions including Bearware, TMW, PCS and other

Warehousing & Fulfillment
Over 800,00 square foot of secure Food-Grade warehouse . Bulk and racked
storage available. Value added service such as Pick-N-Pack and inventory
management.

Line Haul
Our internal network of Line Hauls can provide a solution for any specialized
capacity need. Whether it be dedicated or on an emergency bases, we can help.

We offer many other creative solutions to solve any Transportation need. Call us today!
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